Time variation is a fundamental problem in statistical and econometric analysis of macroeconomic and financial data. Recently there has been considerable focus on developing econometric modelling that enables stochastic or structural change in model parameters and on model estimation by Bayesian or non-parametric kernel methods. In the context of the estimation of covariance matrix of large dimensional panels, such data requires taking into account time variation, possible dependence and heavy tailed distributions. In this paper we introduce a non-parametric version of regularisation technique of sparse large covariance matrices developed by Bickel and Levina (2008) and others. We focus on the robustness of such procedure to time variation, dependence and heavy-tailedness of distributions. The paper includes a set of results on Bernstein type inequalities for dependent unbounded variables which are expected to be applicable in econometric analysis beyond estimation of large covariance matrices. We discuss the utility of the robust thresholding method comparing it with other estimators in simulations and empirical application like the designing of the minimum variance portfolios.
Introduction
multivariate models and settings. Existing research is primarily focused on factor models where datasets are summarised by a finite set of unobserved time series, usually referred to as factors. Examples of this literature include Stock and Watson (2002a) and Stock and Watson (2002b) . There has been little work done on structural change in large datasets. This paper addresses the issue without recourse to factor modelling.
Estimation of large covariance matrices is particularly demanding since the number of estimated objects rises as a square of the dimension of the dataset leading to a large amount of aggregated estimation error. Several regularization techniques for improved estimation of large covariance matrices have been proposed which are summarised briefly in the body of the paper. These include Ledoit and Wolf (2004) , Bickel and Levina (2008) , Cai and Liu (2011) and Abadir, Distaso, and Zikes (2014) . See also the excellent review article by Fan, Liao, and Liu (2016) and references therein. This review article focuses on structure-based estimators of covariance and precision matrices that is, estimators that assume sparsity or a factor model.
For structure-free estimators, see Pourahmadi (2013) .
In this paper we develop regularized thresholding estimation in the presence of structural change of a general unspecified form. Characterisation of the change is an important aspect of the problem. In contrast to the majority of the work we allow for smooth deterministic or stochastic change of the covariance matrix rather than structural breaks. Some new characterizations of smooth change introduced in this paper expand upon the notion of smoothness used in nonparametric inference.
There is limited literature on regularized estimation under deterministic structural change, see Chen, Xu, and Wu (2013) , Zhou, Lafferty, and Wasserman (2010) and Kolar and Xing (2011) ; strong mixing, see Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013) , and heavy-tailed data (independent, modelled by elliptical distribution), see, e.g., Wegkamp and Zhao (2016) , Han and Liu (2017) , Fan, Wang, and Zhong (2016) . All this work assumes that the volatility process is a deterministic function or a constant which is considered extremely restrictive for economic and financial data, both from a theoretical and an empirical point of view. In a different stochastic setup than the one considered in the paper, Bickel, Wang, and Zhou (2013) have provided a theoretical analysis for Bickel-Levina thresholding in the context of realized covariance estimated from noisy data.
We provide a unified framework for estimation of the paths of large covariance matrices, that change over time, in a potentially stochastic way, with temporal dependence, characterised by mixing, and with potentially heavy tails. The key characteristic of such regularized estimation is robustness to all those data features, which are highly likely to be present in financial and economic data.
Deterministic change of covariance corresponds to the typical characterization of heteroscedasticity. Stochastic (persistent) change of volatility considered in our paper is a standard vehicle for modeling of structural change in the macroeconomy. It differs from ARCH type volatility models that have dominated the financial econometrics literature since their introduction in Engle (1982) . It aligns with the empirically established fact that stochastic change in volatility may be more persistent and smooth than that allowed by stationary conditional volatility models, Kapetanios (2010) .
In the context of modelling, local stationary processes (see Dahlhaus (1997) ) produce deterministic smoothly changing covariances; stochastic covariances are a feature of recently developed stochastic time-varying coefficient models, see Giraitis, Kapetanios, and Yates (2014) and Giraitis, Kapetanios, and Yates (2017) . This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the main results. We show that the thresholding estimation procedure developed by Bickel and Levina (2008) and others, in general, is robust to dependence, random scaling (volatility) and heteroscadasticity and the type of distribution for the data. In Section 3, we discuss cross-validation methods for selection of tuning parameters and compare Monte Carlo performance of regularized estimation methods. Section 3 includes application of regularized estimation methods for designing the minimum variance portfolios. Section 5 contains new results on Bernstein type inequalities for dependent data, that are of independent interest. They are particularly important for the rigorous analysis of penalised regression methods, like Lasso, in the presence of time series dependence. Sections 6 and 7 contain proofs and technical results.
Thresholding Estimation
Given the p-variate sample (y 1 , · · · , y T ), estimation of the population variance p × p matrix Σ by the sample variance is a well defined procedure when p is fixed. For large covariance matrices, when p increases with T the poor performance of the sample covariance matrix estimate Σ can be improved by various regularization procedures which include the thresholding methods developed by Bickel and Levina (2008) , Cai and Liu (2011) , Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013) and others.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the impact of the dependence, heteroscedasticity and distribution of the data on consistency rates for regularised estimation of the covariance matrix using the Bickel and Levina (2008) thresholding procedure. Under heteroscedasticity, the covariance matrix Σ t = var(y t ) = E[(y t − Ey t )(y t − Ey t )] varies over time, and can be estimated by the local sample variance matrix Σ t , see (8) . For data with a random scaling component (volatility), the limit of Σ t is less obvious. As shown in the following, such a limit comprises a time-varying deterministic matrix and a random scale. The novelty of our theoretical findings is showing that the Bickel-Levina thresholding procedure is robust to dependence, light or heavy tailedness of the data and is easy to adjust to heteroscedasticity.
Hence, it is applicable for a wide range of data settings.
To reflect the robustness properties of regularised estimation, we consider three settings.
Before proceeding further, we provide notation and definitions. We write (y t ) ∈ M to denote that y t − Ey t is an α-mixing (but not necessary stationary) process with mixing coefficients α k such that α k ≤ cφ k , k ≥ 1, for some 0 < φ < 1 and c > 0.
We say that components of y t = (y 1,t , ..., y p,t ) have light-tailed distribution with parameter
for some c 0 , c 1 > 0. The notation (y t ) ∈ H(θ), θ > 2 denotes the heavy-tailed distribution property:
Thresholding under stationarity. Suppose that y t is a stationary α-mixing process. Then
Hard and adaptive thresholding introduced by Bickel and Levina (2008) and Cai and Liu (2011) are two standard procedures to regularize Σ, when p increases with T . Hard thresholding is based on the idea of setting the elements of Σ, whose absolute values are smaller than some threshold λ, to zero. Regularising the sample covariance matrix Σ by hard thresholding yields the estimate
Procedures based on other thresholding operators can be defined, but they have similar properties to the hard thresholding, asymptotically, although they may differ in finite samples.
In their seminal work Bickel and Levina (2008) showed that if y t is an i.i.d. Gaussian process, then the regularized estimator T λ ( Σ) of Σ (y) is consistent,
where . denotes the spectral norm and κ can be fixed or chosen through cross-validation.
Thresholding estimation as a rule assumes that Σ (y) is approximately sparse, i.e. the sparsity parameter, n p = n (y) p , which is the maximum number of non-zero row elements of Σ (y) does not grow too fast with p.
As in Bickel and Levina (2008) and Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013) , we consider, as a leading case, the one where Σ (y) is sparse, although the theory can accommodate large n p ≤ p.
Theorem 1 Let y 1 , · · · , y T be a sample from a stationary p-dimensional α-mixing process
Then, for sufficiently large κ > 0, the regularised estimate T λ Σ) of Σ (y) satisfies (5) and (6) in the following cases. (7). 
t , at time t = 1, ..., T given by 
Next, we modify the thresholding procedure to account for heteroscedasticity.
We assume that Σ (y) t is approximately sparse, i.e. the maximum number of non-zero elements in each row of Σ (y) t for all t, n p , is either finite, or does not grow too fast with p.
To control the rate of change of Σ (y) t and µ (y) t we introduce a Lipschitz type continuity condition for a sequence (b t , t = 0, 1, 2, ...) of real numbers b t . We write
ij,t , t = 1, ..., T , i, j = 1, ..., p, T > 1 satisfy (10) with the same C. S β smoothness is an extension of the concept of Lipschitz β-continuity to functions with a discrete valued argument. See Remark 3 and Example 4. Below we assume that Σ (y) t and µ (y) t are S 1 smooth.
In this paper, the sample covariance matrix Σ t is computed with kernel type weights
where H → ∞, H = o(T ). K(x), x ∈ (0, a) is a non-negative continuous function with a finite or infinite support, K(x)dx = 1 and for some C > 0 and ν > 2,
In particular, functions
The following theorem establishes consistency of the regularised estimate T λ Σ t ) of Σ (y) t . The hard threshold parameter λ under heteroscedasticity is higher then under stationarity in Theorem 1. It depends on the bandwidth H ("window size") and accounts for the biasvariance tradeoff of changes in mean µ Theorem 2 Suppose that y 1 , · · · , y T is a sample from a p-dimensional α-mixing heteroscedas-
for sufficiently large κ satisfies
in the following two cases.
(ii) If (y t ) ∈ H(θ), θ > 4 and ε 1 > 8/(θ − 4) in (13).
Bandwidth H opt = t 2/3 yields the lowest threshold λ opt = κ log p Hopt = κ √ log p t 1/3 in (14).
Under heteroscadasticy, restriction (13) on H is similar to that on T in Theorem 1. The choice of λ reflects the bias-variance tradeoff of nonparametric inference. The optimal bandwidth, H opt = t 2/3 , yields a Bickel-Levina type threshold, λ opt = κ log p Hopt , with T replaced by H opt . The regularisation procedure with λ opt is agnostic about the type of distribution, dependence and heteroscedasticity. The tuning parameter κ can be selected by cross-validation.
Remark 3 Let sequence (b j , j ≥ 1) satisfy assumption (10) with parameter 0 < β ≤ 1, i.e.
Thus, (10) holds with parameter β , and (b j ) ∈ S β .
Example 4 The following sequences (b t ) satisfy (10) with β = 1, i.e. are S 1 smooth.
Thresholding under random scaling. Allowing for heteroscedasticity that involves stochastic scaling (volatility) is crucial in modelling macroeconomic and financial data.
Such data can be put in the form
where x t is a heteroscedastic α-mixing process with time-varying mean µ (x) t = Ex t and variance Σ (x) t = var(x t ), and H t = (h ij,t ) is a random persistent p×p matrix valued (volatility) scaling process. We show further, that the limit of T λ ( Σ t ) (and Σ t ) is the matrix
which itself is a random process. No restrictions on the dependence between H t and x t are imposed. The elements (h ij,t ) of H t , however, need to be persistent (smooth) processes. The latter is formalized as follows.
Notation (ζ t ) ∈ S (stoch) 1/2,α , α > 0 means that a discrete time stochastic process (ζ t ) is lighttailed and "smooth":
1/2,α below means that all elements (h ij,t ) of H t for or all t satisfy (17). Assumption (17) extends the notion of S β -smoothness to discrete time stochastic processes. See Remark 3 and Example 6.
In Theorem 5 the sparsity parameter n H of H t is assumed to be bounded for all t and p, and the sparsity parameter n p of Σ (x) t may increase with p.
Theorem 5 Suppose that y 1 , · · · , y T is a sample from a p-dimensional process, y t = H t x t as in (16),
t H t computed with H as in (13) for sufficiently large κ > 0 and γ = (α + 4)/(2α) satisfies
in the following two cases. (13).
Thresholding under random scaling in Theorem 5 is valid under the same conditions as thresholding under heteroscedasticity in Theorem 2 except that λ is larger and hence the consistency rate may be slower. The optimal threshold λ opt involves γ which accounts for the degree of thin-tailedness of the process H t . If distribution is normal, (H t ) ∈ S (stoch) 1/2,2 , then γ = 3/2 . κ can be selected by cross-validation. If H t is bounded, then α = ∞ which implies γ = 1/2. In this case λ opt = κ (log p)/H opt .
Example 6 The process ζ t = t −1/2 t j=1 ξ j , t ≥ 1 where ξ j are i.i.d. standard normal variables, satisfies (17), i.e. has property (ζ t ) ∈ S (stoch) 1/2,2 . To verify (17), it suffices to show that (ζ t ) ∈ E(2), (ζ ts ) ∈ E(2) where ζ ts := (ζ t − ζ s )(s/|t − s|) 1/2 , s < t. Property ζ t ∼ N (0, 1) implies (ζ t ) ∈ E(2). To verify the claim for ζ ts , write
Since (s/|t − s|) 1/2 t −1/2 ≤ |t − s| −1/2 , (s/|t − s|) 1/2 |t −1/2 − s −1/2 | ≤ s −1/2 , we obtain |ζ ts | ≤ |t − s| −1/2 t j=s+1 ξ j + |s −1/2 s j=1 ξ j | which clearly implies (ζ ts ) ∈ E(2).
Throughout our analysis we have assumed a significant degree of sparsity for the covariance matrix. The issue of sparsity can be addressed by extending the method by Fan, based on a factor structure, to the time varying case. To do so note that by Stock and Watson (2002a) , factors can be consistently estimated, using principal component analysis, in the presence of structural change. Then, one can use time varying regression analysis, based on Giraitis, Kapetanios, and Yates (2017) to obtain time varying factor loadings and associated residuals.
The (sparse) covariance matrix of these residuals can then be analysed using our proposed method. Due to the considerable technical arguments needed to implement this approach rigorously we leave this to future research.
Implementation of regularized estimation
In this section we compare the finite sample performance of various approaches for the estimation of large dimensional covariance matrices. We also examine their usefulness for one step ahead out-of-sample forecasting of such matrices and construction of minimum variance portfolios.
Besides thresholding, another popular method of regularising the sample covariance estimator is based on shrinkage. Ledoit and Wolf (2004) and Ledoit and Wolf (2003) have promoted this approach in a series of papers. We consider the full sample and time-varying version of shrinkages estimates, defined as
where µ T = p −1 tr( Σ), µ t,T = p −1 tr( Σ t ). Here the matrices µ t I and µ t,T I approximate the shrinkage target diag( Σ) and diag( Σ t ) and the shrinkage intensity parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1] can be obtained through cross-validation. It is of relevance and interest to see how the linear shrinkage and its time-varying version compares to thresholding. Therefore, we implement the linear shrinkage estimator for both simulation and empirical exercise. For iid data, the linear shrinkage estimator has by now been superseded by the nonlinear shrinkage estimator of Ledoit and Wolf (2015) . It is important to note, however, that this nonlinear shrinkage estimator, unlike its linear counterpart, depends crucially on random matrix theoretical arguments. Therefore, it requires assuming that data are iid and p/T has a finite limit, both of which we consider as too restrictive for our purposes.
Cross Validation methods
The estimation of time-varying covariance matrix requires the use of a number of tuning parameters.
The estimate Σ is parameter free, while Σ t depends on bandwidth H. The Ledoit-Wolf shrinkage estimates Σ LW , Σ LW,t depend on an additional parameter ρ. We refer to them as "Ledoit-Wolf method" with parameters ρ and (ρ, H), respectively.
λ and λ opt defined in Theorems 2 and 5. λ is parameterised by parameters (κ, H) and λ opt by κ. We refer to them as "Bickel-Levina method" with parameter (κ, H) and κ, respectively 1 .
The above estimates can be denoted as m γ ( Σ), m γ ( Σ t ) where m γ is some function and γ is a vector of tuning parameters, e.g., ρ, κ, (ρ, H), (κ, H). A popular approach to obtaining values for tuning parameters is via cross-validation. Cross-validation schemes are especially well-suited to the time-varying framework. We propose for this framework two objective functions that the optimal choice of parameter(s) γ minimize over a sensible parameter space:
The optimal choice of γ is then given by γ = arg min γ Q (j)
T,γ for j = 1 or 2. In (22), the regularised covariance m γ Σ − t ) matrix is constrained to be positive definite. If Ey t = 0 (or Ex t = 0 in (16)), then y 0 t can be replaced by y t . For full sample methods, m γ Σ that do not account for time variation, to select γ, we use the same objective functions with Σ − t computed with b H,|j−t| = 1 in (23).
The choice of the objective function depends on the empirical application at hand, while in different situations, the objectives (21) and (22) can give slightly different estimation results.
In practice, one can use the (22) for choices of γ that yield positive definite covariance matrix
, while dropping all other alternatives, that do not guarantee this property. To ensure this property, the eigenvalues of Σ t should always be positive. Giraitis, Kapetanios, and Price (2013) have shown that cross-validation methods can return tuning parameters that optimize the forecasting M SE in time-varying settings.
In both empirical and Monte Carlo exercises we search for optimal ρ in [0, 1], optimal κ in [0, 12] and optimal H = t h with h in [0.5, 1] by minimizing the objective function Q
(1) T,γ for both estimation and forecasting of the covariance matrix. In the case of forecasting, Σ − t is replaced by the one sided kernel estimator defined by
We set T a = 0.2T for both estimation and forecasting.
Monte Carlo experiments
Following the above theoretical exposition we carry out a Monte Carlo study to explore the properties of estimation and forecasting of large deterministic and stochastic time-varying covariance matrices. We compare the performance of the estimates Σ, Σ t , Ledoit-Wolf shrinkage
Monte Carlo design. The generation of Σ t presents particular challenges. We wish to have a reasonably realistic generation mechanism for Σ t that corresponds to economic or financial data. Previous work on large dimensional covariance matrices of stationary processes offers little guidance since its designs for Σ with no time variation are rather simplistic for our purposes.
We choose to have a design for Σ t based on the one factor setting used in Bailey, Kapetanios, and Pesaran (2016). It allows for varying degrees of sparsity n p ≤ p. We consider the data generating model
with two settings for Σ t : deterministic and random. We assume that ε t are i.i.d. p-dimensional standard normal variables. To generate Σ t with sparsity parameter n p ≤ p, we define the p×p
We assume e it = h it d i . b it , e it and d i will be specified below. This simulation scheme can be seen as a one factor model with time-varying factor loadings. Stock and Watson (2002a) argue that macroeconomic and/or financial time series do poses small instabilities, which can be amplified when these span a significant long time period, and the proposed simulation scheme is consistent with this idea.
We set T = 400 and consider two cases: p = 10 with sparsity parameter 3, 5, 10 and p = 50 with n p = 5, 20, 50, respectively.
Deterministic Σ t . We consider two settings for deterministic time-varying covariance matrices Σ t generated respectively by b it = 4 + 10(t/T ), h it = 10 + 25(t/T ); (25)
In these settings, we set d i = 2, i = 1, ..., p. The first one is a linear trend, the second is a sine function of time while the third generates larger but still smooth changes for the elements of Σ t over time. All settings provide considerable, smooth change for Σ t over time.
Random Σ t . We consider one setting for a stochastic time-varying Σ t which is generated by the following rescaled unit root processes:
where (u i· ) are independent random walk processes:
In both settings, we assume that d i are i.i.d. χ 2 2 random variables, and in (24) we assume (Σ t ) to be independent of (ε t ).
Monte Carlo Results
In this section we illustrate the performance of various estimation methods of a time-varying covariance matrix Σ t using two sets of Monte Carlo experiments.
For the estimation experiment, we compare the precision of the estimation of the path Σ t , t = 1, ..., T by various methods based on a sample y t , t = 1, ..., T . For a given method m γ ( Σ t ), we evaluate the average of the estimation error in Frobenius norm over the last 80% of the path:
and denote by rmse(m γ ) its Monte Carlo average over 500 replications. (For a data generating
is replicated together with ε t .) As a benchmark, we choose the standard sample covariance estimate m bench = Σ which does not account for time variation. We report the relative RMSE, rmse(m γ )/rmse(m bench ). The smaller it is, the better estimation accuracy is. These experiments are referred to as "Estimation" ones.
For the forecasting experiment, given the sample y t , t = 1, ..., T , we use the estimate of Σ T as the forecast for Σ T +1 . Formally, we define the one-step-ahead out-of-sample forecast of Σ T +1 based on estimation method m γ ( Σ t ) as Σ T +1|T = m γ ( Σ T,T ). In our Monte Carlo experiments, we evaluate the forecast error in Frobenius norm
and denote by frmse(m γ ) its Monte Carlo average over 500 replications. To compare the quality of forecasts based on different estimation methods, we report the relative forecast RMSE, frmse(m γ )/frmse(m bench ). The smaller the latter is, the better is the performance of the method. Since in-sample forecasting of Σ t by Σ t|t−1 reduces to estimation of Σ t−1 by m γ ( Σ t−1,t−1 ) using data y t , t = 1, ..., t − 1, parameter γ can be selected using cross-validation.
For each replication the tuning parameter γ in (28) and (29) is estimated by our crossvalidation method using objective function (21). λ is adapted to time variation via bandwidth H as described in (14) and (18), while tuning parameters are selected by cross-validation as described in Section 3.1. Monte Carlo results, for deterministic Σ t , reported in Tables 1-4, and for stochastic Σ t , reported in Tables 5-6, clearly show what to expect from these methods. In general, these results show a significant impact from deterministic or stochastic change of Σ t on the quality of estimation and forecasting of Σ t by various methods. A number of interesting conclusions can be drawn from the tables.
It is unlikely, that time invariant sample variance estimate Σ will produce good estimates and forecasts of Σ t for all t. We use it as a benchmark. Clearly, estimation needs to be adapted both to time variation and sparsity. The relative RMSE, reported in the tables shows that regularization of the full sample covariance estimate Σ by Ledoit-Wolf shrinkage and Bickel-Levina thresholding methods is not effective. However, the sample covariance estimate Σ t seems to be able to adapt to time variation effectively: in some cases it significantly improves the quality of estimation and forecasting of Σ t . Regularization of Σ t by Ledoit-Wolf shrinkage does not materially improve estimation and forecasting quality, while regularization of Σ t by Bickel-Levina thresholding method significantly improves it in all experiments. As expected, improvement tends to be stronger when Σ t is sparse, however, the effect of time variation in Σ t on estimation quality is more severe than that of sparsity.
The thresholding procedure T λopt ( Σ t ) with the theoretically optimal H opt and cross validated κ and thresholding procedure T λ ( Σ t ) where both κ and H are cross validated, produce similar improvements in estimation and forecasting. Hence, the choice of theoretically optimal H opt is a decent alternative to the cross validated H and T λopt ( Σ t ) thresholding method can be recommended for practical work. 
Empirical Application
In this Section we present a brief empirical demonstration of the benefit of using the proposed covariance matrix estimators to design minimum variance portfolios. The illustration is motivated by the availability of large datasets on stock returns, and the increased demand for portfolios with lower exposure to risk, (or higher sharpe ratios), in the aftermath of the recent financial crisis. The literature on portfolio allocation is well grounded on the mean variance efficient portfolio frontier proposed by Markowitz (1952) . It has long been documented that the mean-variance efficient portfolio, which is also a function of sample means, often performs poorly out of sample. The primary reason is that the sample mean, used as an estimator of the population mean, results in estimation errors and poor out of sample performance, as acknowledged in the literature, see, e.g., Jagannathan and Ma (2003) . Conversely, the minimum variance portfolio offers a suitable device for examining the possible superiority of weights based on the proposed time-varying covariance estimators, as it neutralizes the im-pact of the estimated return parameters, focusing solely on the covariance matrix estimation.
For the returns generated by a single index model, the sparsity of the covariance matrix is equivalent to setting some of the β i 's equal to zero, i.e. assuming that asset i's systematic part of risk is zero. If the investor's primary objective is to minimize his total risk exposure, this will result in a large positive position in asset i, and decreased weights for the rest, depending on the level of the idiosyncratic part of risk for the specific assets. If sparsity is not a correct characterisation of covariance matrix of the returns, for a specific time t, our estimator can adjust to a non sparse covariance matrix, by setting the κ parameter equal to zero.
Assuming that Σ t is the p×p covariance matrix of p-dimensional vector of returns, collected in y t for time period t = 1 to T , the minimum variance portfolio w t y t is designed to minimize investors' exposure to risk, regardless of his preferences, with the vector of optimal weights given by
where 1 p is a p-dimensional vector of ones.
If Σ t were known, then this portfolio would offer the minimum risk exposure to the investor.
In practice, one has to choose an estimator for Σ t and routinely compute the optimal weights.
To this end, our main aim here is to examine the performance of the portfolio w t|t−1 y t based on predicted weights w t|t−1 = Σ −1 t|t−1 1 p 1 p Σ −1 t|t−1 1 p obtained using subsample y 1 , ..., y t−1 . As in Section 3.3, Σ t|t−1 = m γ ( Σ t−1,t−1 ), i.e. the "unknown" Σ t is forecasted by an estimate m γ ( Σ t−1,t−1 ) of Σ t−1 obtained using y 1 , ..., y t−1 . Naturally, the estimator m γ ( Σ t−1,t−1 ) that delivers portfolios w t|t−1 y t with minimum sample vari-
from period T − h + 1 to period T is considered as the most appropriate one. In Table 7 , h corresponds to "Forecasted months".
Since our objective here is to provide portfolios that minimize the risk exposure, one can modify the cross-validation procedure, described in Section 3.1, so that selection of tuning parameters is harmonized with this purpose. Minimum risk portfolios can be provided by choosing tuning parameter(s) γ, used to compute w t|t−1 , to minimize the objective function
where t a = 0.2t, w − s|s−1 = mγ ( Σ − s−1,s−1 ) −1 1p 1 p mγ ( Σ − s−1,s−1 ) −1 1p , and Σ − s−1,s−1 is defined as in (23).
To compare the minimum sample variance σ 2 T,T −h+1 corresponding to the estimation method m γ ( Σ t ) of Σ t with the benchmark σ (bench) 2 T,T −h+1 corresponding to the full sample estimator Σ, we report in Table 8 the Relative Variance, σ 2 T,T −h+1 /σ (bench) 2 T,T −h+1 . We examine a broad set of asset classes, comprising a wide range of risk characteristics in order to conclude on the best performing method. To this end, we apply our methodologies of weight selection to series of monthly returns that are frequently used in the asset allocation literature for portfolio evaluation purposes (e.g., DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009)). Table 7 , presents the details of the datasets, as well as the forecasting period for each portfolio.
In addition to the commonly used Fama-French portfolios, 2 for completeness, we also include in our exercise, individual stock returns. Individual stocks, due to their high idiosyncratic risk, are expected to have different risk characteristics to the examined portfolios, allowing us to have a comprehensive inspection on the added value of the proposed estimators.
From Table 8 we can draw some important conclusions. First, our study suggests that there are significant advantages from using the proposed time-varying covariance estimators to derive minimum variance portfolios. In both asset portfolios, and individual assets the proposed time-varying methodologies outperform the full sample fixed ones. The unregularised time-varying estimator Σ t , of Σ t , seems to perform well, while its performance is slightly affected by the size of the portfolio p as one would expect. For the regularized estimator, the results remain satisfactory for both H selected by cross-validation and fixed H = H opt = t 2/3 . The optimal H opt seems to outperform the cross validated one, indicating the importance of the proposed theoretical value of H opt . Table 8 presents forecast MSE results on minimum variance portfolios. The results are relative to the forecast MSE of the minimum variance portfolio whose weights are predicted using the full sample covariance matrix Σ. The pool of assets and the range of forecasting can be identified by the pair "number of assets p" / "length T "from Table 7 . For selection of λ for the regularized Bickel-Levina thresholding estimator, we assume that the true Σ t is deterministic and T a = 0.2T .
Conclusion
Estimation of covariance matrices for large datasets has received considerable interest in recent years. Various regularization techniques for improved estimation of such matrices were developed, mainly for independent, identically distributed variables with exponentially declining probability tails. Dependence, heavy tailed distributions and structural change are prevalent in large economic and financial data sets, and they may affect regularised estimation. The paper shows that the standard Bickel-Levina type thresholding procedure remains consistent for α -mixing stationary variables following various probability distributions. It takes a further step away from stationarity and allows for heteroscedasticity and stochastic change (volatility) of a very general form. It shows that the thresholding procedure can be aligned with kernel type estimates of time-varying covariances, and that the optimal threshold λ opt = κ (log p)/H opt used in such a case, is an intuitive adjustment for heteroscedasticity compared to the threshold, λ opt = κ (log p)/T , that is appropriate for stationary data. The paper shows that the thresholding procedure, adjusted for heteroscedasticity, is robust to dependence and the type of distribution of the data, and its tuning parameters can be selected by cross-validation. Its finite sample performance, illustrated by a detailed Monte Carlo study and an empirical application on designing minimum variance portfolios, provide a clear rationale for the proposed theoretical methods.
Exponential inequalities
This section contains a number of new results on Bernstein type inequalities for (weighted) sums of observations that are dependent, unbounded and light/or heavy tailed distributed.
Merlevede, Peligrad, and Rio (2009) in their Theorem 2 obtained a Bernstein type inequality for bounded α-mixing random variables. The following lemma is a minor auxiliary generalization of their result to a sequence of truncated random variables.
Recall that (ξ t ) ∈ M denotes that ξ t − Eξ t is an α-mixing (but not necessary stationary) sequence with the mixing coefficients α(k) such that for some c * > 0 and 0 < φ < 1,
In the proofs C stands for a generic positive constant which may assume different values at various locations.
Lemma 1 Let (ξ t ) be zero mean α-mixing sequence of random variables satisfying, (ξ t ) ∈ M.
Suppose that for some p > 2, max k (E|ξ k | p ) 1/p =: m * < ∞. Set ξ D,k := ξ k I(|ξ k | ≤ D), D > 0.
Then, there exist a constant 0 < c < ∞ such that for all ζ > 0, D > 0 and T ≥ 2,
wherev 2 = m * (1 + 24 ∞ j=1 α(j) 1−2/p ) < ∞ and c depends only on c * appearing in (33). Proof. By Theorem 14.1 of Davidson (1994) the truncated process (ξ D,t ) is also α-mixing with mixing coefficientsα(k) ≤ α(k). Thus, the bound (2.3) of Theorem 2 in Merlevede et al. (2009) implies that (34) holds withv 2 replaced by v 2 D = sup i>0 var(ξ D,i ) + 2 j>i |cov(ξ D,i , ξ D,j )| where c depends only on c * . To prove (34), it suffices to show that v 2 D ≤v 2 . Conclusion (2.2) in Davydov (1968) applied with p = q > 2 gives
Hence v 2 D ≤ m * 1+24 ∞ j=1 α(j) 1−2/p = v 2 < ∞ which completes the proof.
Exponential inequalities for unbounded variables
In this section we establish Bernstein type inequalities for sums S T = T −1/2 T k=1 ξ k of unbounded dependent α-mixing random variables (ξ t ) with light or heavy tails.
The upper bound in such inequalities will be described by functions
where γ 1 > 0, γ 2 > 0, θ > 2 and constant c = (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 ) does not depends on ζ, t.
In particular, we will show that for (ξ j ) ∈ E(s), for all ζ ≥ 0, T ≥ 2,
with γ = s/(s + 1), while for (ξ j ) ∈ H(θ), θ > 2, for any fixed 2 < θ < θ,
It suffices to establish the bounds (36) and (37) for ζ ≥ 1, since then they can be extended to 0 < ζ < 1 by selecting large enough constant c 0 .
The result (38) in Lemma 2 below significantly improves the exponential bound for P (S T ≥ ζ) obtained in Theorem 3.5 of White and Wooldridge (1991) . Its proof combines exponential inequality for bounded random variables by Merlevede et al. (2009) with truncation argument employed in White and Wooldridge (1991) .
Lemma 2 Let (ξ j ) ∈ M be a zero mean α-mixing sequence. Then for all ζ > 0, T ≥ 2,
where γ = s/(s + 1) and c does not depend on ζ, T .
Proof. Without restriction of generality assume that ζ ≥ 1.
We start with (38). Write
. We will select the truncation constant D = D T,ζ later. Then,
and P (|S T | ≥ ζ) ≤ P (|s T,1 | ≥ ζ/2) + P (|s T,2 | ≥ ζ/2). To prove (38), we need to show that P (|s T,i | ≥ ζ) ≤ f T (2, γ, c, ζ), i = 1, 2, for some c.
By assumption, (ξ t ) ∈ M is α-mixing process which coefficients α(k) as in (33). Hence, by Theorem 14.1 in Davidson (1994) , (w t ) ∈ M(φ) and (v t ) ∈ M(φ) are α-mixing sequences and their respective mixing coefficients α w (k) and α v (k) satisfy
Thus, by Lemma 1, for all T ≥ 2 and D > 0,
where c 1 > 0 does not depend on T and D. Using on the r.h.s. of (42) the inequality 1/(|a| + |b| + |c|) ≤ 1/3 min(|a|, |b|, |c|),
Select D such that ζ∆ T /D = D s . Then,
For ζ ≥ 1, T ≥ 2 it holds ζ∆ T ≥ ∆ T ≥ 1. So, ζ∆ T /D ≥ 1, and
. This proves (38) for P (|s T,1 | ≥ ζ). Turning to s T,2 , by Markov inequality,
Let p, q > 1, 1/p + 1/q < 1 be such that E|v j | p < ∞, E|v k | q < ∞. Since v t − Ev t is α-mixing sequence with the mixing coefficients α v (k) ≤ α(k), k ≥ 1, then, by Conclusion 2.2 in Davydov (1968) ,
where e := 1 − 1/p − 1/q > 0. By (33),
So that, for some C does not depend on T and D,
Set p = q = 2 + δ where δ > 0 is a small number. Then, by (47),
for some c 0 , c 1 > 0 which do not depend on j and D. This implies V p ≤ c 0 exp(−c 1 D s ).
Thus, there exists c 0 > 0, c 2 > 0 such that for all ζ ≥ 1, T ≥ 2,
proving the bound (36) and completing the proof of (38).
Proof of (39). Let (ξ j ) ∈ H(θ) and s T,1 , s T,2 be as in (40). Let 2 < θ < θ be fixed. It remains to show that P (|s T,i | ≥ ζ) ≤ g T (2, θ , c, ζ), i = 1, 2 for some c. It suffices to consider the case ζ ≥ 1.
We start with the evaluation P (|s T,1 | ≥ ζ). Set
From (43) we obtain
Since log(ζ √ T ) ≥ log( √ T ) ≥ (1/2) log T , then for sufficiently large C it holds
This proves the bound (37) for P |s T,1 | ≥ ζ).
Next we turn to P (|s T,2 | ≥ ζ). By (48), P (|s T,2 | ≥ ζ) ≤ Cζ −2 V 2 p with p = 2 + δ. For D ≥ 1, using (98) we obtain E|v j | p = E[|ξ j | p I(|ξ j | > D)] ≤ c 0 D −(θ−p) for some c 0 > 0. This
where a T,ζ :
sufficiently small. Hence a T,ζ ≤ C < ∞ where C does not depend on ζ ≥ 1 and T ≥ 2. Thus, (49) implies P (|s T,2 | ≥ ζ) ≤ Cζ −θ T −(θ /2−1) which proves the bound (37) for P (|s T,2 | ≥ ζ).
This completes the proof of (39) and the lemma.
Exponential inequalities for weighted variables
We want to obtain Bernstein type inequalities for sums
of α-mixing variables ξ k with kernel weights b H,k defined as in (11) and (12). We allow the bandwidth parameter 1 ≤ H ≤ T and 1 ≤ t ≤ T to vary with T . Under (12), it holds
So, in (50), ξ k 's with k distant from t, i.e. |t − k| > H, are strongly downweighted. In particular, equal weights b H,k = I(k = 0, 1, ..., H) generate rolling window sums (50).
We suppose that (ξ k ) ∈ S 1 , i.e. the mean Eξ k varies smoothly over time: min(k, t) ), t, k ≥ 1.
Lemma 3 Let S T,t ,S T,t be as in (50), (ξ j ) ∈ M, b H,k satisfy (51) with ν > 2.
(a) Then for all ζ > 0, 1 ≤ t < T and T ≥ 2,
where c > 0 does not depend on ζ.
(b) In addition, if (Eξ k ) ∈ S 1 , then P (|S T,t | ≥ ζ) satisfies (53)-(54) for ζ ≥ aH 3/2 /t for sufficiently large a.
We start the proof with the following technical lemma.
Lemma 4 Let x tk , k, t ≥ 1 be random variables such that max t,k E|x tk | < ∞ and a tk and v tk > 0 be real numbers such that
Then there exists ε > 0 such that for all ζ ≥ 1, t ≥ 2,
Proof. By (55) there exists ε > 0 such that t
Consequently,
Proof of Lemma 3. Without restriction of generality assume that ζ ≥ 1.
(a) Denote ξ k := ξ t−k , ξ k := ξ t+k for k ≥ 0. Write
T,t + s
(2)
It suffices to show that P (|s ( ) T,t | ≥ ζ), = 1, 2 satisfy the bounds (53)-(54). We provide the proof for s T,t the proof is similar). Set
where
Therefore, by Lemma 4, there exists ε > 0 such that
So, setting y k = k −1/2 x k , we obtain
Notice that ν k = 1 for k ≥ H; ν k = (H/k) 1/2 ≥ 1 for k < H.
Proof of (53). Let (ξ k ) ∈ E(s). Then, (38) implies P (|y k | ≥ ζ) ≤ f k (2, γ, c, ζ) , ζ > 0, k ≥ 2.
So, from Lemma 6(iii), E[|y k |I(|y k | ≥ εζν k ] ≤ f k 2, γ, c , εζν k for some c , and by (59),
Since
and therefore,
Together with (60), this yields p T,ζ ≤ f H (2, γ, c, ζ) which implies (53).
Proof of (54). Let (ξ j ) ∈ H(θ) and 2 < θ < θ. By (39), P (|y k | ≥ ζ) ≤ g k (2, θ , c, ζ) for k ≥ 2, and by Lemma 6(iv), E[|y k |I(|y k | ≥ εζν k )] ≤ (ζν k ) −1 g k 2, θ , c, εζν k for some c. Since ζν k ≥ 1, by (59),
Let k ≥ H. Then ν k = 1 and g k 2, θ , c, εζν k = g k 2, θ , c, εζ ≤ g H 2, θ , c, εζ since g k ≤ g s if k > s (see definition (37)).
Let k ≤ H. Then
which implies g k 2, θ , c , εζν k ≤ g H 2, θ , c , εζ . Together with (61), this gives p T,ζ ≤ g H (2, θ , c, ζ) which proves (54).
Hence, it suffices to show that there exists C > 0 such that |r T,t | ≤ ζ/2 when ζ ≥ C(H 3/2 /t).
By (52), |Eξ k − Eξ t | ≤ C(|k − t|/ min(t, k)). By assumption, b H,k satisfies (51) with parameter ν > 2. Hence using Lemma 8 with γ = 1 we obtain that for H/t ≤ 1/(log t) 1/(ν−2) , |r T,t | ≤ CH −1/2 T k=1 b H,|t−k| ( |t−k| min(t,k) ) ≤ C(H 3/2 /t) 1 + (H/t) ν−2 log t) ≤ C 1 (H 3/2 /t).
Hence |r T,t | ≤ ζ/2 for ζ ≥ 2C 1 (H 3/2 /t). This completes the proof of the part (b).
Exponential inequalities with random scaling
In this section we discuss exponential inequalities for sums
of an α-mixing process ξ k in presence of the random scaling ("volatility"). Differently from ARCH modelling, where h k is a stationary volatility process, in our setting h t is assumed to be a persistent (non-stationary) process. Its persistence is guaranteed by smoothness assumption
and the magnitude of ξ tk and h k is controlled by assumption of their light-tailed distribution:
As before, weights b H,k satisfy (51), and 1 ≤ t ≤ T and 1 < H ≤ T may vary with T .
T,t be as in (62), b H,t satisfies (51) with ν > 2 and (h t ) ∈ S (stoch) 1/2,α with α > 0.
Then there exists c > 0 such that for all ζ > 0, 1 ≤ H ≤ θt, 1 ≤ t < T ,
where γ 1 = 2α/(2 + α), γ 2 = αs/(α + s + 1).
In addition, P (|S 
Proof of Lemma 5. Without restriction of generality assume that ζ ≥ 1.
Proof of (65)-(66) for S 
T,t;1 + s
T,t;1 .
Hence, it suffices to verify (65)-(66) for s
(1)
T,t;1 and s
T,t;1 . 1) The sum s (1) T,t;1 can be obtained from s
(1) T,t in (58) replacing x k by h k x k . Therefore, by the same argument as in the proof of (59), there exists ε > 0 such that p T,ζ := P (|s (1)
where y k = h k y k , y k = k −1/2 x k , and ν k := max(k,H)
Assumption (64) implies (h k ) ∈ E(α), while (38) implies P (|y k | ≥ ζ) ≤ f k (2, γ, c, ζ), ζ > 0, k ≥ 2. Therefore (70) follows from (91). As seen in the proof of (53), bounds (70) and (69) imply p T,ζ ≤ f H γ 1 , γ 2 , c, ζ . Thus, p T,ζ satisfies (65).
1b) Let (ξ j ) ∈ H(θ), and 0 < θ < θ. Then,
where γ = 2α/(2+α). To establish (71), note that (h k ) ∈ E(α) and (39) implies P (|y k | ≥ ζ) ≤ g k (2, θ , c, ζ). Hence, (71) follows from (92). In turn, (69) and (71) imply p T,ζ ≤ g H γ 1 , θ , c, ζ as seen in the proof of (54). Hence p T,ζ satisfies (66).
2) Next we establish corresponding bounds for s
T,t;1 . To evaluate p T,ζ := P (|s (2)
Set v T k = (max(k, H) 1/2 /(H/t 1/2 ). By (104),
Hence, by Lemma 4, there exists ε > 0 such that
Setting y k = ξ tk y k where y k = k −1/2 x k and writing ζv T k k −1/2 = ζ ν k where ν k = max(k, H)/k 1/2 and ζ = ζ(t 1/2 /H), we obtain
By (63)-(64), the variables ξ tk = (t − k) 1/2 (h t−k − h t−k+1 ) have property (ξ tk ) ∈ E(α). Observe that the bound (72) for p T,ζ is of the the same type as (69) for p T,ζ If (ξ k ) ∈ E(s), then, arguing as in 1a) above we obtain that p T,ζ ≤ f H γ 1 , γ 2 , c, ζ , and therefore p T,ζ satisfies (65). If (ξ j ) ∈ H(θ), and 0 < θ < θ then same argument as 1b) above implies p T,ζ ≤ g H γ 1 , θ , c, ζ , and whence p T,ζ satisfies (66).
This completes the proof of (65)-(66) for p T,ζ , and for s 
Since S (h)
T,t satisfies (65)-(66), it suffices to show that r T,t satisfies (65)-(66) too. By (67),
Let v T t = max(1, t 1/2 /H). By Lemma 8,
Assumption (64) implies that (z k ) ∈ E(α). Therefore, P (|z k | ≥ ζ) ≤ c 0 exp(−c 1 |ζ| α ), ζ > 0, k ≥ 1, and by Lemma 7(i), E[|z k |I(|z k | ≥ εζv T t )] ≤ c 0 exp(−c 1 |ζv T t | α ). Noting that (ζv T t ) −1 ≤ 1 for ζ ≥ 1, this together with (73) imply P (|r T,t | ≥ ζ) ≤ c 0 exp(−c 1 |ζv t | α ).
Since α ≥ γ 1 = 2α/(2+α), clearly P (|r T,t | ≥ ζ) satisfies the bounds (65)-(66) which proves the claim of the part b) of the lemma.
Appendix. Proofs of Theorems
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 1, p. 2582-2584 in Bickel and Levina (2008) implies that for λ > 0 and 0 < < 1,
Set for simplicity = 1/2. We will show that M = O P (λ) by verifying that
The latter yields N = O P (λ) because P N > 0 ≤ P M ≥ λ/2 → 0. This proves the required claim (14): ||T λ Σ t − Σ t || = O p (λn p ). In turn, to prove (74), we will show that
Set z k = y ik y jk . Notice that σ ij,t = cov(y it , y jt ) = Ez t − Ey it Ey jt . Then,
Hence, to prove (75), it suffices to show that uniformly in i, j,
We now turn to the proof of (77). First we gather intermediate facts.
implies that λ ≤ κc * for some constant c * < ∞. Therefore, ζ 2 = λ −1/2 ζ 1 ≥ (κc * ) −1/2 ζ 1 . This together with definition of λ implies that there exists constant a > 0 such that ζ 1 ≥ aκ(log p) 1/2 , ζ 2 ≥ aκ 1/2 (log p) 1/2 ,
ζ 1 ≥ aκ(H 3/2 /t), ζ 2 ≥ aκ 1/2 (H 3/2 /t).
(i) Let (y ik ) ∈ E(s). Then, (z k ) ∈ E(s/2), while property (Ez k ) ∈ S 1 follows from equality Ez k = Ey ik y jk = cov(y ik , y jk ) + Ey ik Ey jk using assumptions (σ ij,k ) ∈ S 1 , (Ey ik ) ∈ S 1 .
Hence, from Lemma 3(b), (79) and (53) we obtain that with γ = (s/2)(1 + s/2), 
because c 1 κ 2 > 2 for large enough κ and because log p = o (H 1/2 / log 2 H) γ by (13). This proves (77)(a,b) and (14).
(ii) Let (y ik ) ∈ H(θ). Then, (z k ) ∈ H(θ/2), and as in (i), (Ez k ) ∈ S 1 . Therefore, Lemma 3 (b) and (54) yield that for any θ ∈ (2, θ/2), P |s T,ij,t | > λ/4 = P H 1/2 |s T,ij,t | > ζ 1 /4 ≤ g H (2, θ , c, ζ 1 /4),
Since g H (2, γ, c, ζ) given by (35) is a non-increasing function in ζ, then by (78) the r.h.s. of (81) can be bounded by g H (2, θ , c, κ (log p) 1/2 ) with κ as in (i). In turn,
because c 1 κ 2 > 2 for large enough κ and because p 2 = o(H θ /2−1 ) under assumption H ≥ c 1 p ε 1 , ε 1 > 8/(θ − 4) if θ is selected close enough to θ/2. This verifies (77)(a,b) and (14).
To prove (15), set B := T λ Σ t ), A := Σ t . By assumption, A ≥ c > 0 and n p λ = o(1).
By (14),
Proof of Theorem 5. We start with the proof of the part (a).
As in Theorem 2, to prove (14) it suffices to verify (75). Observe that y k = H k x t = (y 1k , ..., y pk ), y ik = p u=1 h iu,k x uk , y ik y jk = p u,v=1 h iu,k h jv,k x uk x vk , and Σ t = H t Σ (x)
Because sparsity parameter n H of H t is finite and does not depend on t, p, for any fixed (i, j) the sum p u,v=1s ij,uv,t includes only a finite number (≤ n 2 H ) of non-zero termss ij,uv,t . Similarly, the sum p u=1 s iu,t includes only a finite number (≤ n H ) of non-zero terms s iu,t . Thus, to prove (75), similarly as in (77), it suffices to verify that for ν = (4n 2 H ) −1 uniformly in i, j, it holds a) P |s ij,uv,t 1/2,α/2 . Denote ζ 1 = λH 1/2 , ζ 2 = (λH) 1/2 where λ = κ(log p) 1/2 max(H −1/2 , (H/t) 1/2 ). By (13), λ ≤ κc * for some constant c * < ∞. Therefore, ζ 2 = λ −1/2 ζ 1 ≥ (κc * ) −1/2 ζ 1 . It is easy to verify that this implies ζ 1 min(1, t 1/2 H −1 ) ≥ aκ(log p) 1/γ 1 , ζ 2 min(1, t 1/2 H −1 ) ≥ aκ 1/2 (log p) 1/γ 1 (∃a > 0). (84) (i) Let (x it ) ∈ E(s). Then, (x k ) ∈ E(s/2). By (65) of Lemma 5,
where γ 1 = 2(α/2)/(α/2+2) = 2α/(α+4), γ 2 = (α/2)(s/2)/(α/2+s/2+1) = αs/(2α+2s+4).
Function f H (γ 1 , γ 2 , c, ζ) is non-increasing in ζ. So, in view of (84), the r.h.s. of (85) can be bounded by f H (γ 1 , γ 2 , c, κ (log p) 1/γ 1 ) where κ = a min(κν, (κν) 1/2 ). Observe that
because c 1 κ γ 1 > 2 when κ is sufficiently large and log p = o (H 1/2 / log 2 H) γ 2 under assumption (13). This completes the proof of (83)(a,b) and (14).
(ii) Let (x it ) ∈ H(θ). Then, (x k ) ∈ H(θ/2) and by (66) of Lemma 5, for any θ ∈ (2, θ/2), P |s ij,uv,t | > λν ≤ g H (γ 1 , θ , c, νζ 1 min(1, t 1/2 H −1 )),
P |s iu,t | > (λν) 1/2 ≤ g H (γ 1 , θ , c, ν 1/2 ζ 2 min(1, t 1/2 H −1 )).
Since g H (γ 1 , γ 2 , c, ζ) is a non-increasing function in ζ, by then by (84), the r.h.s. of (86) can be bounded by
by the same argument as in (82). This verifies (83)(a, b) and completes the proof of (14).
The claim (18) follows using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. To show (5), as in the proof of Theorem 2 it suffices to prove that for λ = κ(T −1 log p) 1/2 the elementsσ ij of the sample variance matrix Σ = (σ ij ) given by (3), uniformly in i, j satisfy
Set z k = y ik y jk . Without restriction of generality assume that Ey ik = 0, Ey jk = 0. Then
As in (77), to prove (87) it suffices to show that uniformly in i, j, a) P |s T,ij | > λ/4 = o(p −2 ), b) P |ȳ i | > (λ/4) 1/2 = o(p −2 ).
Assumption (y t ) ∈ M, implies (z k ) ∈ M. Set ζ 1 = λT 1/2 , ζ 2 = (λT 1/2 ) 2 . Then, similarly as in (78), there exists constant a > 0, such that ζ 1 ≥ aκ(log p) 1/2 , ζ 2 ≥ aκ 1/2 (log p) 1/2 .
(i) Let (y ik ) ∈ E(s). Then (z k ) ∈ E(s/2), and Ez k = σ ij does not depend on k. Hence, from (38) of Lemma 2 we obtain that with γ = (s/2)(1 + s/2), P |s T,ij | > λ/4 = P T 1/2 |s T,ij | > ζ 1 /4 ≤ f T (2, γ, c, ζ 1 /4), P |ȳ i | > (λ/4) 1/2 = P |T 1/2ȳ i | > ζ 2 /4 ≤ f T (2, γ, c, ζ 2 /4) which together with (89) implies (88)(a,b) by the same argument as in the proof of (80).
(ii) Let (y ik ) ∈ H(θ). Then, (z k ) ∈ H(θ/2), and from (39) of Lemma 2 it follows that for any θ ∈ (2, θ/2), P |s T,ij | > λ/4 = P T 1/2 |s T,ij | > ζ 1 /4 ≤ g T (2, θ , c, ζ 1 /4),
P |ȳ it | > (λ/4) 1/2 = P |T 1/2ȳ i | > ζ 2 /4 ≤ g T (2, θ , c, ζ 2 /4).
By the same argument as in the proof of (81) one can show that (90) and (89) This completes the proof of (5).
Property (6) follows using the same argument as in the proof of (15) in Theorem 2.
Appendix. Auxiliary results
This section contains auxiliary results used in the proofs.
Lemma 6 Let x ∈ E(α), (x t ) ∈ E(α), α > 0.
(i) If y ∈ E(α ), α > 0 then xy ∈ E(α) whereα = αα /(α + α ).
Moreover, x + y ∈ E(min(α, α )) and |z| ≤ |x| implies z ∈ E(α).
(ii) If y ∈ H(θ), θ > 0 then xy ∈ H θ for any 0 < θ < θ.
(iii) If P (|y t | ≥ ζ) ≤ f t (2, γ, c, ζ), ζ > 0, t ≥ 2 with γ > 0, then P (|x t y t | ≥ ζ) ≤ f t (γ 1 , γ 2 , c , ζ), ζ > 0, t ≥ 2,
where γ 1 = 2α/(2 + α), γ 2 = αγ/(α + γ) and c does not depend on t, ζ.
(iv) If P (|y t | ≥ ζ) ≤ g t (2, θ, c, ζ), ζ > 0, t ≥ 2 where θ > 2, then for 2 < θ < θ, P (|x t y t | ≥ ζ) ≤ g t (γ 1 , θ , c , ζ), ζ > 0, t ≥ 2,
where γ 1 = 2α/(2 + α) and c does not depend on t, ζ.
Proof Since x ∈ E(α), then for k ≥ 0, P (|x| ∈ [k, k + 1)) ≤ P (|x| ≥ k) ≤ c 0 exp(−2c 1 k α ), k ≥ 0 for some c 0 > 0, c 1 > 0. Denote g kζ := exp(−c 1 k α )P 1/q (|y| ≥ ζ/k). Then,
Next we evaluate max k≥1 g kζ in the cases (i)-(iv).
(i) Let y ∈ E(α ). Then P (|y| ≥ ζ/k) ≤ c 0 exp(−c 1 (ζ/k) α ) for ζ > 0. Therefore, by (93) Property x + y ∈ E(min(α, α )) follows from P (|x + y| ≥ ζ) ≤ P (|x| ≥ ζ/2) + P (|y| ≥ ζ/2).
If z ≤ x then P (|z| ≥ ζ) ≤ P (|x| ≥ ζ) implies z ∈ E(α). By (94), this implies P (|xy| ≥ ζ) ≤ Cζ −θ , i.e. xy ∈ H(θ ).
(iii) Without restriction of generality, we assume that ζ ≥ 1. By (94),
To evaluate g kζ = exp(−c 1 k α )f 1/q t (2, γ, c, ζ/k), denote ζ t = ζ √ t/ log 2 t. Using inequality (a + b) 1/q ≤ a 1/q + b 1/q , a, b > 0,
we obtain f 1/q t (2, γ, c, ζ/k) ≤ C exp(−c 1 (ζ/k) 2 ) + exp(−c 2 (ζ t /k) γ ) 1/q ≤ C exp(−(c 1 /q)(ζ/k) 2 ) + exp(−(c 2 /q)(ζ t /k) γ .
Hence, g k,ζ ≤ C{exp(−c 1 (k α + (ζ/k) 2 )) + exp(−c 2 (k α + (ζ t /k) γ ))}, and by (93), g k,ζ ≤ c * 0 exp(−c * 1 ζ γ 1 ) + exp(−c * 2 ζ γ 2 t ) = f t (γ 1 , γ 2 , c * , ζ), k ≥ 1, with γ 1 = 2α/(2 + α), γ 2 = αγ/(γ + α). Thus, (95) implies P (|x t y t | ≥ ζ) ≤ f t (γ 1 , γ 2 , c , ζ)
which proves (iii).
(iv) Let ζ ≥ 1. In (iv), (95) holds with g kζ = exp(−c 1 k α )g 1/q t (2, θ, c, ζ/k). Let 2 < θ < θ. Select q > 1 such that θ/θ > q and (θ − 2)/(θ − 2) > q. By (96), g 1/q t (2, θ , c, ζ/k) ≤ C exp{−c 1 (ζ/k) 2 } + (ζ/k) −θ t −(θ/2−1) 1/q ≤ C{exp{−(c 1 /q)(ζ/k) 2 } + ζ −θ/q t −(θ/2−1)/q k θ/q }.
Selection of q > 1 implies θ/q > θ and (θ/2 − 1)/q > θ /2 − 1. Since ζ ≥ 1 and t ≥ 1, then g 1/q t (2, θ , c, ζ/k) ≤ C{exp{−(c 1 /q)(ζ/k) 2 } + ζ −θ t −(θ /2−1) k θ/q }.
Hence, max k≥1 g kζ ≤ C max k≥1 exp{−c 1 (k α + (ζ/k) 2 )} + Cζ −θ t −(θ /2−1) max k≥1 {exp(−c 2 k α )k θ/q } ≤ c * 0 exp(−c * 1 ζ γ 1 ) + ζ −θ t −(θ /2−1) = g t (γ 1 , θ , c * , ζ)
with γ 1 = 2α/(2 + α). Then (95) implies P (|x t y t | ≥ ζ) ≤ g t (γ 1 , θ , c * , ζ) which proves (iv).
Lemma 7 Let 0 < γ ≤ 1. 
where C > 0 does not depend on t, T, H.
Proof. Denote by q γ,H the l.h.s. of (103). By (51) 
On the other hand, for k < t/2 we have b T,|t−k| ≤ C(H/t) ν . Thus, q γ,H;2 ≤ C(H/t) ν H −1 t γ t/2 k=1 k −γ .
Let 0 < γ < 1. Then t/2 k=1 k −γ ≤ Ct 1−γ which implies q γ,H;2 ≤ C(H/t) ν−1 ≤ C(H/t) since ν > 2 and H/t ≤ 1. Together with (105), this proves (103).
Let γ = 1. Then t/2 k=1 k −1 ≤ C log t and q γ,H;2 ≤ C(H/t) ν−1 log t. This and (105) implies (103).
To prove (104) On the other hand,q γ,H;2 ≤ H −1 T k=1 b T,|t−k| ( |t−k| min(t,k) ) 1/2 ≤ C(H/t) 1/2 by (103). These bounds imply (104).
